In recent years substantial research has been devoted to developing failure-time methodology which accounts for possible dependency between observations. An example is the univariate frailty model (Vaupel, Manton & Stallard, 1979) , which incorporates an exchangeable dependence structure by the inclusion of cluster-specific random effects. In some studies it may be reasonable to expect more than one level of within-cluster association: for instance, association between a parent and child versus that between two siblings in studies of familial disease aggregation, or association between two village residents who live in different households versus that between residents of the same household in intervention studies. We propose a family of distributional models for failure-time data that accounts for multiple levels of clustering and reduces in the case of a single clustering level to a univariate frailty model. The resulting survival functions are constructed by a recursive nesting of univariate frailty-type distributions through which archimedean copula forms are determined for all bivariate margins. Properties of the proposed model are developed, illustrated and briefly contrasted with multivariate frailty model properties. In conclusion, we outline the application of our model to marginal risk regression problems.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years a growing body of work has appeared on the analysis of failure-time data when outcomes are not all independent. Lack of independence may occur when there are multiple potential failure events to be studied per unit or when units cluster. When m > 2 outcomes are to be observed per cluster, some of the pairwise associations among cluster members may be stronger than others. In this case, we say that these are multiple levels of clustering. For motivation, consider two such cases. First, understanding the strength of intra-familial association provides insight into the role of heredity in chronic disease onset; multiple-level modelling is indicated because, for instance, parent-parent association may differ in strength from sibling-sibling association. Secondly, understanding strength of association within geopolitical units assists public health planners in developing intervention strategies by indicating appropriate units for health care delivery; multiple-level modelling is indicated because within-household association might well exceed within-village, between-household association.
In this paper we propose a family of distributional models for multivariate survival data which allows for multiple levels of association. Generated by building specifiable distributional forms within each other recursively, it generalises ideas previously discussed by Joe (1993) . Because its construction induces an ordering on pairwise associations, this latter family is particularly appropriate for geopolitical-type data with a hierarchical structure. Two particularly appealing features of the construction are that it permits specification of simple distributional forms for all bivariate margins and that the resulting distribution reduces in the case of a single clustering level to the frailty formulation introduced by Vaupel et al. (1979) .
In the next section frailty models are reviewed. Section 3 is devoted to developing our proposed model; conditions under which that model represents a legitimate survival function comprise the chief result of the paper. An example which illustrates strengths and limitations of the approach is presented in § 4. We conclude with a discussion of regression applications and possibilities for future research.
FRAILTY MODELS
For simplicity, consider a single cluster of size m. Let 7} denote the survival time for individual j in the cluster, j = 1,..., m; S^(t)==pr(7} > t), the marginal survival function for the jth individual; and S(t)'=pr (T l The univariate frailty model is a random-effects formulation for within-cluster association; here we recapitulate an excellent summary provided by Oakes (1989) . According to this model, association is generated because each cluster carries a corresponding random effect, denoted by a, with distribution G and Laplace transform p(x)~E(e~x a ). Conditional upon a cluster survival times are assumed to be independent with survival functions pr(7}> t\a = a) = {S*(t)} a , for some continuous survival functions Sf (; = 1, ...,m). Because Sj(t) = j" {S*(t)} a dG(a), the multivariate survival function for the cluster may be specified as a function of its marginals as follows:
where q is the inverse function of p. This last functional relationship is special because it defines a proper subclass of the symmetric multivariate distributions with uniform marginals which are archimedean copulas, described by Genest & MacKay (1986a, b) . For such archimedean copula distributions, the association between 7} and T k (j<k = 2,...,m) may be described by the commonly-used conditional hazard ratio This measure is easily interpretable as the factor by which an individual's hazard at time tj is increased if his cluster partner is known to have failed at time t k , rather than to have survived past t k . One famous example of (1) is the Clayton (1978) model, which is characterised by constant hazard ratio 6(t) = 6 corresponding to gamma frailty with p(u) = (1 + u) 1/(1 -e) (1 ^ 6 < oo). Substituting into (1), this leads to 
J L j€l k J Two properties of this formulation have motivated our development of the alternative multivariate survival model to be described in the next section. First, whereas the multivariate survival function for members of any single subcluster has the archimedean copula form of equation (1), the bivariate survival function for members of distinct subclusters takes a more general form which does not generally define an archimedean copula. Therefore, for convenient multivariate frailty distribution choices, between-and withinsubcluster associations 9 may differ substantially in complexity of time dependence. Secondly, the continuing development of multivariate frailty distributions notwithstanding, the diversity and computational tractability of existing univariate frailty distributions remains appealing. Thus, we proceed to develop an alternative family of multilevel survival functions whose construction is based exclusively on univariate frailty distributions.
A FULLY HIERARCHICAL MODEL PROPOSAL
3-1. Notational framework The basic idea of our proposal is to build the cluster survival function S(t) recursively from archimedean copula distributions such as (1). At all but the first stage of the recursion, however, the survival function arguments of the copula may themselves be multivariate.
For the sake of full generality, the proposed model relies on a somewhat cumbersome notational framework based on nested partitioning of cluster members. This partitioning defines a series of subclusters within the overall cluster. Heuristically, at each 'level' in the series we aggregate subclusters from the previous level; increasing levels then correspond to increasingly dissociated subclusters. Let / be an index which tracks levels, / = 0,..., L. At / = 0 cluster members are considered as individuals; at / = 1 individuals are grouped into initial subclusters, such as households; increasing values of / denote increasingly dissociated units, such as villages at / = 2, regions at / = 3, etc. The index k will track the number of cells in the partition per level, k= I,..., N t . Then cluster partitions are defined by the index sets Iik = {j '• cluster member j e kth cell partition at level /}; these sets are constructed to satisfy for all /. Finally, let M, k identify the cells of the (/ -l)th partition which are collapsed to create the /cth cell of the /th partition; M lk = {r:I, k = (J r /,_ lr }; Ultimately a single partition cell will engulf all indices, so that N L = L This framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 for each cluster a. To complete the joint model, we impose mutual independence between clusters. Summarising, then, our association model has finite dimension independent of the number of clusters.
3*2. Model specification
We begin by considering the case of two clustering levels. For this motivational case, assume five cluster members with / n = {1, 2}, I 12 = {3,4, 5} and 7 21 = {1, 2, 3,4, 5}. Then, the proposed model is
with Sn(h,t 2 ) = Pii\ E qn{Sj(tj)} , S 12 (t 3> t 4 ,t 5 ) = p 12 X q 12 {Sj(tj)} .
Here, p lk are Laplace transforms for distributions which determine the bivariate association structure within I lk and p 21 is a Laplace transform which determines the form of association between J n and I 12 ; <h* an d qn are the respective inverse functions. It is straightforward to verify that each bivariate marginal follows the archimedean copula structure whereby conditional hazard ratio forms 9 ri (t) are determined. In the two clustering level case this model is equivalent to the multivariate mixture family proposed by Joe (1993) , and (4) is essentially equivalent to his equation (4-4).
For an arbitrary number of levels, our model is constructed recursively. For notational convenience, define Sm(t, t )'=pr(7}> tj, jel^) to be the partially marginalised survival function for the individuals whose indices belong to / lt ; thus, t^ is a vector of size |/, t |, the number of individuals belonging to I, k . Then, As in the two subcluster case, it is straightforward to verify that each bivariate marginal follows the archimedean copula structure whereby conditional hazard ratio forms 6 rs (t) are determined.
3-3. Survival function legitimacy
In this section, we ensure that our proposed model produces legitimate multivariate survival functions. Toward this end we assume the following. Assumption 2. Assume p lk (I = I,..., L, k = 1,..., N,) are Laplace transforms of distribution functions whose supports exclude [-oo, 0] and which have piecewise continuous first derivatives on (0, oo).
Assumption 3. Assume Sj(t) is differentiable with derivative -fj(t), for each ;.
It follows from standard theory (Churchill, 1972, pp. 46-8) that the p lk and q lk are strictly decreasing elements of C(oo). Moreover, the ith order derivative of p lk has sign (-1)' everywhere excluding oo for all positive integers i, and the first two derivatives of q lk are respectively negative and positive everywhere excluding 0.
Given Assumptions 1 and 2, it is virtually immediate to demonstrate that the proposed model satisfies four properties of multivariate survival functions. That consequence is embodied in the following statement whose proof is deferred to the Appendix. To ensure that (5) produces a legitimate survival function, we must still demonstrate that the distribution F corresponding to S assigns nonnegative mass to every region of space. This, in turn, will be true if odd-ordered mixed partial derivatives of S are nonpositive and even-ordered mixed partials are nonnegative almost everywhere. Since this property induces restrictions upon our model, we consider it in detail. For a generic function h(x), let h {i) denote the ith derivative of h with respect to x, with h' -h w and h">=h a) . As we show in the Appendix, a sufficient condition to ensure nonnegative mass assignment almost everywhere is as follows. 
., N,_ l5 then odd-(even-) ordered mixed partial derivatives of S(t) are nonpositive (nonnegative). In (6), k is such that r e M lk .
We organise the preceding results into a formal statement which follows immediately from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1.
COROLLARY. We have that S(t) = S Ll (t) as defined by the recursion in (5) is a legitimate survival function provided that Assumptions 1-3 and the conditions of Theorem 1 hold.
Briefly, the proof of Theorem 1 relies on a chain rule for higher-order differentials and induction across levels to demonstrate that odd (even)-ordered mixed partials of qik{Si-. lff (ti-lr )} are nonnegative (nonpositive), 1 = 2,... ,L, k = 1,..., N b re M u . Two remarks should be made. First, Assumption 3 is not a necessary condition of Theorem 2; it is included here for economy of proof. Secondly, Joe (1993) provides an elegant alternative proof of survival function legitimacy in the two-level case, using a condition which is essentially equivalent to (6) as described in his Condition A, Theorem B, and first paragraph of the derivative for his equations (41) and (4-2). Generalisation to arbitrarily many levels, however, is complicated by the element of recursion and seems to require the more direct strategy we have employed.
Hierarchical constraints are induced upon our proposed model by the requirement that no region of space be assigned negative mass embodied in (6). Providing a general interpretation of (6) is difficult; rather, the condition must be verified on a case-by-case basis. However, verification is not difficult in some important cases. An example is provided in the next section.
AN EXAMPLE: A GAMMA FRAILTY GENERALISATION
In this section we detail a hypothetical example to illustrate the proposed model. Consider a five-individual village within which members {1,2} and {3,4,5} comprise separate households; hence, N t = 1, I n = {1,2} and 7 12 = {3, 4, 5}. To define the cluster survival function, we set p lk (u) 
in (5); note that in this case the constraint 0 t = 0 2 might well be reasonable. With these Laplace transform choices, the multivariate survival function as calculated from (4) is
ZW'-
Clearly, then, all bivariate margins of S(t) have the archimedean copula form (2) with 9 = 0 t for the members of the first household, 9 = 0 2 for any two members of the second household, and 9 = 9 3 for two members of different households. It follows that all pairwise conditional hazard ratios are constant over time and equal 9 k ^ 1 as just described, k = 1, 2, 3, with 9 k = 1 corresponding to pairwise independence. By way of contrast, consider a multivanate frailty formulation of the type (3) with G aii ( , 2 (a 1 , a 2 ) 
which is positive assuming 0 3 > 1 and 6 y > 1. Further, which is negative if and only if 9 3 < 9 1 . By induction, it is easy to see that Hence, 9 3 < 9^ and 9^ > 1 implies that {i9 x -9 3 -(i -1)}/(1 -0 X ) < 0 for all i ^ 1 and thus c, > 0 for odd i and c, < 0 for even i. Arguing similarly regarding derivatives of q 2i {Pi2(")}> the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied if and only ii 9 3 <9 1 and 9 3 <9 2 -In this case negative mass is assigned in some regions of space if 9 3 > 0 X or 9 3 >9 2 , so that the condition is necessary. For our geopolitical example, the resulting constraint that between-household associations not exceed within-household associations is reasonable. However, such a constraint is probably not reasonable for parent-child clusters. To see this, redefine {1, 2} as {mother, father} and {3,4, 5} as their children. Genetically, one expects that the parentchild association should exceed the father-mother association. For / n = {l, 2} and Ji2 = (3, 4, 5}, however, I 2l = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} requires the parent-parent association to equal or exceed the parent-child association. Alternative level-1 partitions induce similar unreasonable constraints. While multivariate frailty models described in § 2 do accommodate this example, practitioners should note that such models roughly impose the constraint that between-subcluster associations be no larger than the associations within subclusters. Thus, in (3) the two parents should be assigned to separate, single-person subclusters.
DISCUSSION
We have proposed a family of models for describing association in multivariate survival problems with multiple levels of clustering. Because we model association parametrically, our proposed family may be particularly appropriate when association is of key interest and insufficient data are obtainable to justify nonparametric estimation such as that described by Prentice & Cai (1992) . A key advantage of our family is its specification subject only to existence of sufficiently regular Laplace transforms. This endows our formulation with a high degree of flexibility while retaining parametric power and interpretability. Moreover, it suggests the use of diagnostics to guide the choice of model in a given data-analytic situation (Oakes, 1989; Genest & Rivest, 1993) .
We believe our models will be especially useful when researchers wish to impose a Cox (1972) or other regression structure on the marginal hazard functions corresponding to Sj(t). Then, it would be straightforward in principle to write down a likelihood function for the observed data based on (5), accounting for censored observations in the usual way. It follows that one reasonable strategy for estimating parameters might be to maximise the likelihood in all of its arguments following Nielsen et al. (1992) and Murphy (1994) . An alternative approach begins by estimating the marginal hazard parameters in a way which is robust to the structure of association (Lee, Wei & Amato, 1992; Liang, Self & Chang, 1993) , and proceeds to estimate association parameters by the method of pseudo-maximum likelihood (Gong & Samaniego, 1981) . Genest, Ghoudi & Rivest (1995) and Shih & Louis (1996) have recently discussed applying this approach to copula estimation, with nonparametric estimation of marginal survival functions. We are currently investigating the inferential properties of this approach in the regression setting.
One interesting goal for future research is to develop methods for estimating association parameters which do not require the full likelihood of the data, but retain the appealing measure of association provided by the conditional hazard ratio. In applications that we have encountered, bivariate association characteristics are often of greatest interest. This evokes thoughts of a methodology which requires only the specification of bivariate conditional hazard ratio structure, much as quasi-likelihood (Wedderburn, 1974) and generalised estimating equation (Liang & Zeger, 1986 ) approaches require only first-and secondorder moments. Research into this issue is ongoing.
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APPENDIX

Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1. Consider first the case of two levels. Properties (iii) and (iv) follow immediately from the monotonicity and continuity of Laplace transforms and their inverses under the assumptions. Since any Laplace transform maps 0 to 1 and converges to 0 as its argument converges to oo, properties (i) and (ii) also hold. The general case of more than two levels follows immediately by induction.
Proof of Theorem 1. We need the following preliminary notation: let/j* Theorem 1 follows by applying Lemma A-l with g<=p Li and/:=E^1g i j{S I-_ 1 j(r L _ 1 j)}. The conditions of the theorem and fact that -p L1 satisfies those conditions then imply, according to Lemma A-2, that all odd-ordered mixed partial derivatives of S{t) are nonpositive, and all evenordered mixed partial derivatives are nonnegative, up to and including order m.
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